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Natural chelators for prevention of diseases
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Abstract
Public health surveys in recent years have demonstrated a burden of diseases caused due to oxidative stress and inflammation. Disease caused by oxidative stress has been observed to be cured by using natural chelators. This paper describes various chelators and their properties in treating multiple diseases. Literature for this review article was collected from different sources, to capture as many relevant references as could reasonably be expected, an extensive variety of medical, Ecological, environment and scientific databases were looked to distinguish essential Investigations. Moreover, different web engines were hunt down site pages that may give references. The aim of this review article is to evaluate and highlight the importance of natural chelators identified and their importance in prevention of diseases as it is one of the most neglected approach in medical practice. Relevant research article of the last fifteen years were Reviewed especially from PubMed but some article up to twenty years were also included for Having interesting content. A higher therapeutic index of natural chelators has been accounted with treating different neurodegenerative diseases, skin diseases and multiple stages of cancers. Additional clinical research is needed to be done to make results more clear, physiological and molecular alterations of diseases are needed to be evaluated in order to select an appropriate chelator and extraction from various fruits and vegetables are needed to be done to get an expertise on these diseases.
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Iron chelation in Neurodegenerative diseases
Naturally occurring chelators are being observed to be therapeutically helpful in protection against the diseases caused due to oxidative stress. Many of the research studies are already being done to evaluate the therapeutic index of natural chelators against skin diseases, neurodegenerative disease and cancerous cells [1]. Iron chelation therapies are being induced to prevent against the diseases caused due to iron overload and different types of cancers [1]. They are safe, non-invasive, affordable and available without prescriptions as they are considered food supplements.

The neurodegeneration in much of the neurodegenerative diseases like Parkinson’s
and Alzheimer’s are multifactorial, which depends upon the complexity of molecular toxic reactions, inflammation, oxidative stress and generation of protein aggregates in body which may lead to termination of neuronal activities. Whereas, accumulation of iron in glial cells further worsens the condition [1]. Iron chelation and antioxidant therapies are observed to be effective against oxidative stress pathogenesis in neurodegenerative diseases. Deregulation of brain’s iron metabolism can lead to generate early pathological events for Alzheimer’s disease [2]. These may include inflammation, oxidative stress and failure in neuronal cell cycle regulation; this might ultimately lead to cellular apoptosis. Researchers have evaluated a direct link between Alzheimer’s disease neurodegeneration and iron metabolism; these results have led to the production of iron chelating neuroprotective drugs affecting different targets in brain [3]. Catechins (tea flavonoids) are being demonstrated in protection against neurodegeneration by promoting metal chelating, antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties [4]. Much of the research is being done in animal studies to evaluate the neurodegeneration, these compounds are observed to cross the blood brain barrier in order to prevent or reduce neuronal cell death [3].

Prevention of skin damage by natural phenols
Human skin is continuously exposed to ultraviolet radiations; this causes a wide number of pathological changes in skin texture, ultimately leads to edema or tumor cell formation. Skin damage is commonly observed due to the exposure of ultraviolet radiations, a long term exposure to UV radiations may cause a variety of biological changes which include DNA damage, erythema, edema, hyperplasia, photoaging and melanogenesis. This alteration ultimately turns to skin cancer [5, 6]. UV radiations are considered a potent modulator of molecular phytochemical reactions; it causes excitation of electrons, which then causes chemical medications in reactive molecules. When a molecule absorbs UV radiation, it destroys itself and other neighboring molecules by producing Reactive oxygen species (ROS). The absorbed UV radiations react intracellularly with photosensitive molecules, these reactions then produce cytotoxic and genotoxic effects [7]. ROS are developed in skin when exposed to ultraviolet radiations; these ROS are believed to alter the body metabolism by reacting with DNA, proteins and fats, which causes oxidative damage to the body. The oxidative damage to body may cause certain harmful events like altered cellular metabolism, altered regulation pathways, morphological changes, cell differentiation, proliferation and apoptosis in texture of skin. These disturbances may cause aging and tumor cell formation on skin. The harmful ultraviolet effects on skin can be prevented by using antioxidants. Currently skin care specialist declared that natural occurring herbal compounds like phenolic acids, flavonoids and phenols with higher molecular weight can be used to prevent skin from getting damaged [8]. Around 8000 naturally occurring phenolic compounds are being found, all of them contains a phenol [10, 11]. The naturally occurring phenolic compounds can be found in herbs, tea and coffee beans. Phenolic compounds can also be found in some fruits like apple, peaches, apricots, citrus fruits, grapes, cherries, berries and plum, some vegetables are also discovered with the presence of phenolic compounds like lettuce, broccoli, tomatoes, onion, olives, spinach, cabbage and plants [9-12]. All the naturally occurring phenolics contain two consecutive carbon frameworks the hydroxycinnamic and hydroxybenzoic acids [13]. A variety of beneficial biological activities are being
observed in mammals by using different phenolic compounds, these mixes can supportive in keeping a few diseases as they fill in as antiviral, antibacterial, antithrombotic, mitigating and anticarcinogenics [9, 10].

**Beneficial properties of different phenolic**

Phenolic are believed to prevent DNA damage by acting in redox sensitive cascades [14]. Flavonoids and phenolic acids are being provided with antioxidant herbal properties; therefore, it is being observed that phenolics are helpful in preventing UV induced production of oxygen free radicals in skin. *Caffeic acid* and *ferulic acid* are mostly present in grains, fruits and vegetables, these are observed in preventing phospholipids membranes from UV radiation, commonly observed to prevent against UV induced erythema [15]. Cosmetologists normally induce *ferulic acids* in sunscreens and skin lotions, as they are observed being best absorber of UV radiation on skin [20]. *Quercetin* is another form naturally occurring flavonoids, commonly found in fruits, vegetables, olive oils and bee hives, these are found be strong metal chelators with antioxidant properties. *Quercetins* are found to be effective against UV radiation by reducing its antioxidant properties [16]. *Apigenin*, a plant flavonoid found in herbs are observed to serve as anticarcinogens, these are beneficial in preventing tumor formation [17]. *Genistein* are most commonly found in soy beans, these are being observed in altering the cell cycle and preventive against many types of cancers. *Genistein* are believed to be preventive against contact hypersensitivity and inflammatory edema formation in skin [18]. *Resveratrol* are most commonly found in grape seeds, peanuts and some berries, it prevents proliferation by demonstrating its antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties [3]. *Resveratrol* are also demonstrated with its anti-tumor and anti-cancerous properties [17].

*Nordihydroguaiaretic acid* was tested as a chemo protective drug for animal studies. *Carnosic acids* are found in *rosemary* and *sage* observed to possess their antioxidant properties, its chemoprotective effects are tested in animal studies. *Tannins* are found in different plants; they serve as a strong protector against antioxidants and prevent free radical damage against the exposure of UV radiations. *Tannins* are demonstrated to be protective against premature skin aging and formation of cancerous cells on skin [19]. Most of the natural chelators occurring in different fruits and vegetables and herbs are already being encountered in skin lotions and sunscreens; however most of these compounds are tested in animal studies and are still awaited to be evaluated and tested on human skin.

**Conclusion**

Natural chelators are now being evaluated with their therapeutic values against many diseases. In recent years most of these are observed in treating neurodegenerative diseases, skin diseases and in many types of cancers as a chemoprotective agent. It is important to recognize the molecular alterations occurring in different diseases in order to select a precise chelator. A wide variety of phenolics are being identified with their therapeutic effects against skin diseases.
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